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Although there are different definitions of
conflict, use of the term often implies the
presence of struggle that is manifested in
contentious behavior such as mass mobiliza-
tion, public protest, sporadic acts of violence,
or war. Donald L. Horowitz points out that
most definitions of conflict “embody an ele-
ment of struggle, strife, or collision, and in
this way distinguish conflict from competi-
tion.”1 Horowitz’s definition of conflict
involves “a struggle in which the aim is to
gain objectives and simultaneously to neu-
tralize, injure, or eliminate rivals.”2 Various
phenomena within certain Soviet successor
states, however, indicate that it is time to
reevaluate our perspective on conflict.This
paper suggests that whereas conflict may or
may not involve struggle that is manifested in
contentious behavior, conflict does generate
unstable outcomes.A shift in focus from
process to outcome provides a more thor-
ough understanding of less traditional forms
of conflict in post-Soviet states.

In an effort to revisit the typical per-
spective on conflict, this paper analyzes the
case of the Russian minority in Kyrgyzstan,
and it focuses in particular on grievances
expressed by Russians in Kyrgyzstan, and
how Russians have reacted to those griev-
ances. Since the collapse of the Soviet
Union, Russians in Kyrgyzstan have been
dissatisfied with informal discriminatory per-
sonnel practices that render putting food on
the table a challenge. Russian responses to
those practices, however, have not been con-
tentious. Rather than struggle to protect
their interests, aggrieved Russians have either
eked out an existence through Kyrgyzstan’s

informal economy or emigrated from
Kyrgyzstan.Those Russians who have
remained in Kyrgyzstan are troubling because
they are dissatisfied, frustrated, and unproduc-
tive, and a high rate of post-Soviet Russian
emigration from Kyrgyzstan has generated a
fairly severe brain drain. Either outcome is
unstable for Kyrgyzstan’s political and eco-
nomic development.

THE RUSSIAN MINORITY IN
KYRGYZSTAN

Russians in Kyrgyzstan are greatly outnum-
bered by Kyrgyz, who make up 65 percent of
the country’s population, and are slightly
outnumbered by Uzbeks, who make up 14
percent of the population.Today, Russians are
Kyrgyzstan’s second largest minority,
accounting for 12.5 percent of the popula-
tion.3 Although Kyrgyzstan’s formal policies
are relatively accommodating toward
Russians, informal practices that restrict eco-
nomic opportunity generate widespread frus-
tration among Russians. Consider the follow-
ing remark made by a thirty-two-year-old
Russian woman who resides in Bishkek:

The attitude toward Russians [needs
to change], but it will not improve.
It’s possible to study Kyrgyz, but why
bother? Even if you speak Kyrgyz,
you will not get a good job because
you don’t have the same eyes.4

Interview data from Russian residents
of Bishkek shed light on informal aspects of
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post-Soviet politics, such as the use of
“administrative discretion to pursue a nation-
alizing agenda,” and indicate that informal
discriminatory personnel practices are preva-
lent in Kyrgyzstan.5 These practices, especial-
ly that of excluding Russians from key posi-
tions in the state sector, intensified when
Kyrgyzstan became independent in 1991:

Indeed, after the proclamation of
independence, politics [i.e., practices]
to exclude them [Russians] from gov-
erning and management positions,
from those spheres in which they
predominated earlier—education,
public health, culture, services—
intensified. Now access to the majori-
ty of “soft” jobs in the state sector
(the state apparatus, banks, taxes, cus-
toms, law enforcement, judicial
organs, and so on) is very difficult. It
is here that the strongest discrimina-
tion of Russian speakers appears.6

Research suggests that there is a
widespread sense of perceived ethnic dis-
crimination among Russian residents of
Bishkek, which stems primarily from infor-
mal nationalization practices or from infor-
mal rules and procedures that privilege the
economic flourishing, political hegemony,
demographic prevalence, language, and cul-
ture of a country’s core nationality.7 I asked
fifty likely Russian permanent residents of
Bishkek, or individuals who were planning at
the time of the interview to remain in
Kyrgyzstan, how life had changed for

Russians since 1991.The majority of respon-
dents (89 percent) claimed that their lives
had been adversely affected by Kyrgyz
nationalization8 (see table 1).The data reveal
that Bishkek Russians are dissatisfied with
informal personnel practices favoring the
Kyrgyz.The following quotations illustrate
the adverse impact of personnel discrimina-
tion on Russians, particularly at the manage-
ment level:

We [Russians] cannot work in any
government organization.There are
very few Russians working in gov-
ernment structures, although Russians
make up 50 percent of the popula-
tion—still, they don’t work for the
government. In practice, Russians also
cannot work as managers, there are
very few Russian bosses, directors, or
managers.We can’t do anything! (39-
year-old male)

The Russian-speaking population
does not occupy positions in the gov-
ernment or in ministries. In general,
there are no Russians in management
positions, Russians do not have jobs...
Russians have been deprived of work,
we have no jobs, and we therefore
have no money. (39-year-old female)

Naturally it’s harder for Russians to
find good jobs now—they pay more
attention to national [Kyrgyz] person-
nel. Maybe it’s not so open, but you
can sense it. (48-year-old male)
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In spite of the fact that the govern-
ment’s signature slogan is “Kyrgyzstan: Our
Common Home,” informal discriminatory
personnel practices convey a “sense of
[Kyrgyz] ownership” of the state.9 Over
time, these practices have created the impres-
sion among Russians that they are guests in
Kyrgyzstan. Contributing to this sentiment is
the fact that job vacancies resulting from
post-Soviet Russian emigration are now
filled by Kyrgyz workers.The following quo-
tation alludes to this problem:

At this time, the Kyrgyz population is
promoted at the expense of the
Russian population because they buy
the things migrants leave behind,
apartments for example, inexpensive-
ly, and they get the jobs that migrants
vacate, or that Russians are fired
from. Now, for the most part, man-
agement positions and all other posi-
tions are filled by Kyrgyz. (23-year-old
Russian male)

Although not dictated by formal pol-
icy, a lack of state language skills prevents
qualified Russian workers from getting bet-
ter-paid positions, especially at the manage-
ment level.And though employers hesitate to
tell Russians that they cannot hire them
because of their nationality, they will tell
them that a lack of proficiency in the state
language is a reason to hire a Kyrgyz over an
equally qualified and experienced Russian.10

The following quotations suggest that a lack
of state language skills is used as a pretense to
exclude Russians from powerful positions:

There is discomfort related to the
Russian language.They declared that
the state language would be only
Kyrgyz, despite the fact that the over-
whelming majority of the population

speaks Russian. In addition, more
than half the population considers
Russian their native language, the
language in which they think.At
times, due to a lack of knowledge of
the state language—in budgetary
spheres and state organizations—they
fire Russians. So discrimination exists,
discrimination based on language.
Surely this is serious discrimination.
(50-year-old Bishkek male)

The Kyrgyz themselves are very kind,
there’s no nationalism. But politics,
laws that divide Russians and Kyrgyz,
are troublesome; they disturb the
friendship that exists between
Russians and Kyrgyz—especially the
law on the state language.When
looking for work, nationality has a
very significant meaning.When
there’s competition over a good job,
the first issue is knowledge of the
Kyrgyz language. (46-year-old Bishkek
female)

Russians face oppression, it’s impossi-
ble to get work. If you don’t know
Kyrgyz, you will have problems here.
For the most part, at the good work-
places, in government—every-
where—the bosses, managers are all
Kyrgyz.There are some Russians, but
very few. (25-year-old Bishkek male)

Discriminatory personnel practices,
however, are not the only cause of unem-
ployment among Russians, which is a post-
Soviet phenomenon that also contributes to
Russian grievances. In the early 1990s,
Kyrgyzstan experienced an industrial shut-
down that caused many Russians to lose jobs
they had held for years. State socialism, a
planned economy, and a mutually dependent
economic system that closely linked Soviet
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republics together shielded individuals from
unemployment for decades.The Kyrgyz
Soviet Socialist Republic’s lack of resources
made the republic particularly dependent on
other republics. In 1991, the source of rough-
ly 12 percent of the republic’s gross domestic
product was transfers from the Union budg-
et; about 98 percent of the republic’s trade
was with other Soviet republics; and, more
than 40 percent of the republic’s imports
came from Russia.11

Due to the disintegration of interre-
publican economic ties that occurred when
the Soviet Union dissolved, most of
Kyrgyzstan’s large industrial enterprises were
forced to close.This put factories out of busi-
ness, and their employees out of work. For
example, shortly after the collapse of the
Soviet Union, a large glass factory in Tokmak
had to shut down when deliveries of raw
materials ceased. Suddenly 1,300 people, pre-
dominantly of Slavic origin, were unem-
ployed.12

Although this industrial shutdown
had an adverse impact on Kyrgyzstan’s econ-
omy in general, it had a particularly adverse
effect on Russians because Russians domi-
nated heavy industries that relied on external
raw materials and markets for production.
During the Soviet era, there was a defined
division of labor in the Kyrgyz Republic:
Russians worked in the heavy industrial and
technical-science sectors of the economy, and
Kyrgyz worked in the light industrial and
agricultural sectors. In 1989, there were 1.6
employed Russians for every employed
Kyrgyz. Russian workers outnumbered their
Kyrgyz counterparts in industry by a ratio of
2.1:1. In heavy industry, the ratio was 2.7:1

in favor of Russians, and in mechanical engi-
neering and metalworking the ratio was an
even higher 3.2:1.13 Although statistics on
the rate of unemployment according to
nationality are unavailable, 14.5 percent of
Kyrgyzstan’s economically active population
was unemployed in 2000.14 Robert Kaiser
sums up the economic effects of the collapse
of the Soviet Union on Russians in the non-
Russian republics:

Russians outside of Russia tended to
be highly concentrated in heavy
industries of all-Union significance
that frequently depended on external
raw materials and external markets
for their finished goods.These facto-
ries have tended to suffer most from
the economic dislocation associated
with the disintegration of interrepub-
lican economic ties, and so unem-
ployment among Russian blue-collar
workers tends to be relatively high.15

To understand the relative importance
of general economic conditions, versus infor-
mal discriminatory personnel practices that
worsen those conditions, I asked Bishkek
Russians what needed to change in order for
them to be satisfied with conditions in
Kyrgyzstan (see table 2).

Economic concerns have the
strongest impact on how Russians in
Kyrgyzstan perceive their environment. In
particular, respondents are dissatisfied with a
lack of industrial development and job cre-
ation, low and/or unpaid salaries and pen-
sions, a low standard of living, and economic
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instability. Respondents are almost equally
dissatisfied, however, with informal discrimi-
natory personnel practices that block access
to the jobs that do exist. In sum, the core of
Russian grievances is a combination of (1)
poor economic conditions within
Kyrgyzstan, and (2) informal discriminatory
personnel practices that worsen those condi-
tions because they restrict economic oppor-
tunity.These factors have generated a wide-
spread sense of perceived ethnic discrimina-
tion among Bishkek Russians, who feel that
their Russian identity compromises their
ability to earn a living in what is already a
challenging economic situation. It is not sur-
prising that Russians in Kyrgyzstan have
reacted, in some way, to this situation.

RUSSIAN RESPONSES

There are two Russian responses to the situa-
tion described above: Russians either scrape
together a minimal existence via Kyrgyzstan’s
informal economy, or emigrate from
Kyrgyzstan. Unfavorable economic condi-
tions within Kyrgyzstan, resulting from
industrial collapse and informal discriminato-
ry personnel practices, have forced most
Russians who remain in Kyrgyzstan to sur-
vive via an informal economy.Although
empirical data on Kyrgyzstan’s informal
economy are scarce, anecdotal evidence
abounds. For example, while the breadwinner
of the host family I lived with in Bishkek
had a full-time job at a dental clinic, he sub-
sidized his meager salary by working at home
every evening to produce dentures. He then
bartered the dentures for basic food products,

such as meat and potatoes.The following
excerpt from my journal provides another
example of how Bishkek Russians survive via
the informal economy:

I think I should spend a day or two
riding around in taxis because so
many drivers are Russian, and highly
educated Russians at that. One taxi
driver I met today, Gennaidi, is an
engineer. Because he can’t get a job
as an engineer, he drives a taxi to
feed his family. If he’s lucky (as in if
he gives a ride to a foreigner), he
makes about 50 cents a ride. (January
15, 2000)

Russians who cannot find work in
their respective professions resort to low-pay-
ing informal economic activity—such as
driving taxis, selling cigarettes on the street,
or selling oranges at the local market—to
earn a living. Russians who are able to emi-
grate from Kyrgyzstan, however, avoid this
situation.

Although Russian emigration from
Central Asia is not a new phenomenon but
the continuation of a trend that began in the
late 1970s, Kyrgyzstan has lost a significant
portion of its Russian population since gain-
ing its independence. Between 1989 and
1999, the country’s Russian population
diminished by roughly 34 percent.16 On the
basis of a fairly constant life-expectancy rate,
this decrease can be attributed primarily to
emigration.17 Table 3 shows the number of
Russians who left Kyrgyzstan each year,
between 1990 and 1999.18
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Russian emigration from Kyrgyzstan
during the past decade has occurred in two
phases. During the first phase (1990–1), at
least 64,925 Russians left Kyrgyzstan.19 One
factor in this exodus was the imminent col-
lapse of the Soviet Union, which caused
Russians to feel anxious about their future as
a minority in an independent Kyrgyzstan.20

The appearance of Kyrgyz nationalist organi-
zations and the development of an increas-
ingly nationalistic environment in Kyrgyzstan
contributed to this anxiety.The second factor
that sparked the first phase of Russian emi-
gration was the violence between Kyrgyz
and Uzbeks that erupted in southern
Kyrgyzstan. In June 1990, the local authori-
ties in Osh agreed to transfer land that was
inhabited by Uzbeks to homeless Kyrgyz. In
reaction, particularly vocal Uzbeks demanded
that Uzbek be designated an official language
of Osh, and that parts of southern Kyrgyzstan
be incorporated into Uzbekistan.The rejec-
tion of these demands sparked violence that
destroyed thousands of homes and buildings
and killed an estimated 230 people.21

During the second phase of Russian
emigration (1992–4), an astonishing 190,741
Russians left Kyrgyzstan. In the peak year,
1993, 89,984 Russians abandoned
Kyrgyzstan.22 By this time, the Soviet Union
was defunct, and adverse effects of the rapid
disintegration of the all-Union economy
were affecting local economies. High rates of
unemployment and deteriorating economic
conditions within Kyrgyzstan motivated this
wave of emigration.At the same time,
Russians began to feel discriminatory effects
of new policies, such as the 1989 law on the
state language, which designates Kyrgyz as
the state language, the language of govern-
ment, and the primary language of education
institutions. In addition, the law requires
managers and employees of various institu-
tions to be proficient in the state language.23

This policy, which was used as a mechanism
to oust Russians from strategic economic and
political positions in Kyrgyzstan, led to the
“nativization” of local and state levels of gov-
ernment.24 A local author describes this
nativization thus:

From the moment of the [official]
proclamation of independence in
1992, they began to build a national
state, in which all key posts in politi-
cal and economic structures were
filled by representatives of the titular
nationality.25

Although the rate of Russian emigra-
tion from Kyrgyzstan slowed after 1994,
Russians continued to leave Kyrgyzstan
throughout the 1990s. Even at the lowest
point of emigration (1998), almost 8,000
Russians left Kyrgyzstan. Moreover, there was
an increase in the number of Russians who
left Kyrgyzstan in 1999, as compared with
1998.The director of the Federal Migration
Services of Russia in Kyrgyzstan attributes
this increase to unresolved political, econom-
ic, and social problems:

According to data of the National
Statistics Committee, the tendency of
the increase in migration losses in the
country has stabilized since 1994.
However, an analysis of developments
during 1999 attests to a repeated
revival of the emigration mood of the
population. . . .The continued ten-
dency of the Russian-speaking popu-
lation to leave Kyrgyzstan is support-
ed by a whole series of unresolved
problems in the Republic.26

Almost 11,000 individuals visited the
Federal Migration Service of Russia in
Kyrgyzstan during 1999, and just over 9,000
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Russians emigrated from Kyrgyzstan that
year.27 One journalist conveys the signifi-
cance of the recent increase in the rate of
Russian emigration by comparing the num-
ber of people visiting the Federal Migration
Services of Russia in 1999 to the number in
1998:

If last year every day five to seven
people visited representatives of the
Federal Migration Services of Russia
in Kyrgyzstan to receive permission
[from the Russian government] for a
move, then this year already sixty to
seventy people do so [every day].
While some fill out applications and
receive consultations inside, others
patiently stand in line in the small
courtyard. . . .They all want, as quick-
ly as possible, to get through this red
tape to get ready for the move.28

Interview data suggest that the
increase in Russian emigration was caused by
a heightened sense of distress among
Russians, which stems from two distinct but
interrelated factors: (1) poor economic con-
ditions within Kyrgyzstan, and (2) informal
discriminatory personnel practices that privi-
lege the Kyrgyz. In Bishkek, I asked 110
Russian potential migrants, or individuals
who were planning at the time of the inter-
view to migrate to Russia, which factors had
contributed to their decision to leave
Kyrgyzstan, and what would need to change
for them to remain in Kyrgyzstan.The
responses to both questions indicate that the

combined effect of destitute economic con-
ditions and informal discriminatory person-
nel practices motivates contemporary
Russian emigration from Kyrgyzstan (see
table 4).

The most frequently cited motivation
for emigration was economic. Respondents
worry about job scarcity, increasing prices,
unpaid and/or low salaries and pensions, a
lack of basic services such as gas, heat, and
electricity, economic instability, and the
financial stresses of daily life. Bishkek
Russians also worry about informal discrimi-
natory practices that hinder their ability to
earn a living.Although discrimination as a
motivation for emigration arose in fewer
than 20 percent of the responses, my inter-
views indicate that informal discriminatory
personnel practices contribute to dissatisfac-
tion with economic conditions within
Kyrgyzstan, and thus to Russian emigration.
Consider the following quotations:

Russians need to be supported, but
here nothing is changing because of
the Kyrgyz mentality:They always
help each other out, they are a com-
munity of fellow countrymen. It is a
problem that I am now a member of
a national minority.As a result of this,
I cannot find work. For example,
when I went to an office to apply for
a position, the manager was Kyrgyz.
Immediately there was an attitude
that I am second class. Now, with
pleasure, I am moving to Russia. (27-
year-old male)
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After the collapse of the Soviet
Union, we began to notice that we
are Russian. Earlier, there was no dif-
ference whether you were Russian or
Kyrgyz.The rights of Russians have
simply diminished—in terms of get-
ting a job and so forth, nationality
began to have some kind of meaning.
Earlier this wasn’t the case. Now it is
more difficult for Russians to find
work. (45-year-old female)

Though potential migrants distin-
guish among concerns regarding the econo-
my, informal discriminatory practices, and
their children’s future, these factors are not
independent; there are strong linkages among
them. Russian parents are concerned that
there will be a dearth of jobs in Kyrgyzstan
in general, and that informal discriminatory
personnel practices will prevent their chil-
dren from getting respectable jobs that are
available. Consider the following quotations
from interviews with Russian potential
migrant parents:

My children have no future here. It
is, and it will continue to be, difficult
for people who don’t speak Kyrgyz to
find good work as managers, direc-
tors, heads of departments. Even
though my children study Kyrgyz, it’s
all the same—they have no future
here. Even if they speak Kyrgyz well,
it will be difficult for them to find a
good job simply because they are
Russian. (35-year-old female)

My children must be able to study
and then find a job. I see no future
here for my children because all
opportunities are for the native popu-
lation. My children study Kyrgyz, but
it’s all the same. (44-year-old male)

Naturally, a desire to live closer to rel-
atives who reside in Russia also motivates
Russian emigration from Kyrgyzstan.After
ten years of consistent immigration to
Russia, many Russians in Central Asia today
have relatives in Russia.29 Although there are
no formal policies to encourage Russians
who have left Kyrgyzstan to come home,
President Askar Akaev is aware of the eco-
nomic instability created by a high rate of
Russian emigration, and on occasion he has
appealed to these Russians. For example, in
1999, he stated:

To those [Russians] who still remain
in Russia, I want to say:“Return to
your native land.You must miss your
native mountains,Ala-Too, and the
summits of the Tian’-Shan, and your
native lake Issyk-Kul.”30

Table 5 reveals that if President Akaev
wants to preserve a Russian presence in
Kyrgyzstan, he must improve Kyrgyzstan’s
economy and eliminate informal discrimina-
tory personnel practices.

In response to the question—“What
needs to change in order for you to remain
in Kyrgyzstan?”—respondents focused on
Kyrgyzstan’s poor economy and on informal
discriminatory personnel practices that limit
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economic opportunity. Respondents empha-
sized the need for economy stability, jobs,
paid and increased salaries and pensions, a
higher standard of living, industrial develop-
ment, and the regular provision of gas, heat,
and electricity. In addition, respondents
underscored the need to eliminate discrimi-
natory personnel practices favoring the
Kyrgyz.The following quotations from inter-
views with Russian potential migrants illus-
trate the inimical impact of these practices on
Russians:

Life’s deteriorated for Russians.The
economy’s worse; Russians cannot
work in government organizations.
There are very few Russians in gov-
ernment agencies. Moreover, in prac-
tice Russians cannot work as man-
agers—there are very few Russian
managers.We can’t do anything here.
(39-year-old male)

Life’s gotten worse for Russians.
There’s no work, no jobs. If a Russian
has work, it’s a midlevel position and
he cannot move up because there are
no opportunities for Russians to do
so. Here, in Kyrgyzstan, they don’t
consider us people. (50-year-old female)

The availability of manager positions
for Russians has decreased here, but
everything’s closed, hidden.They hire
their own—they get positions
through relatives. So getting a job
doesn’t depend on qualifications, it
depends on nationality. In Kyrgyzstan,
Russians cannot be managers—
unless, of course, they have a lot of
money. In general there are no good
jobs for Russians; Russians cannot
find good work. (33-year-old male)

In sum, a heightened sense of distress
among Russians caused by poor economic
conditions within Kyrgyzstan along with
widespread informal discriminatory person-
nel practices that bear on economic opportu-
nity together explain the increase in the rate
of Russian emigration from Kyrgyzstan
noted above.A high rate of Russian emigra-
tion from Kyrgyzstan has created an unstable
economic situation in Kyrgyzstan.Although
they do not make up a large percentage of
Kyrgyzstan’s population, Russians are crucial
to Kyrgyzstan’s economy because they are,
for the most part, skilled and experienced
technical specialists. Kyrgyzstan’s brain drain
began in the early 1990s, when large num-
bers of highly educated Russians emigrated
from the country. Unfortunately, data on the
type of individual who emigrates from
Kyrgyzstan are hard to come by, but more
than half (66 percent) of the potential
migrants interviewed in Bishkek had either
vocational or higher education; 34 percent
had only a high school diploma.

There is a consensus that Kyrgyzstan
has experienced a brain drain; that
Kyrgyzstan lost many Russians who “were
born in Kyrgyzstan, or had lived [in
Kyrgyzstan] five to ten years, had secured a
home and a job, and had a defined socioeco-
nomic status.”31 Specialists agree that the
main consequence of Russian emigration
from Kyrgyzstan is the loss of

human capital, highly skilled workers
. . .The migration of the population
from the Kyrgyz Republic means a
loss of labor resources, of highly
skilled personnel.This “brain-drain”
reduces the chances of a quick recon-
struction of state enterprises, and also
of intensive growth of the private
sector.32
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V.V.Vishnevskii, the president of the
Slavic Foundation, an organization that
defends the interests of Russians in
Kyrgyzstan, agrees:

There are huge economic losses con-
nected to emigration, . . . but the
main loss for Kyrgyzstan is the loss of
human capital, of highly qualified
workers. Specialists, scholars, engi-
neers, doctors, musicians, teachers and
highly skilled workers have moved to
Russia,Western Europe, the United
States, and Israel in search of better
employment conditions and a higher
standard of living.This “brain drain”
robs Kyrgyzstan of its vitality; it does
major economic, political, and moral
damage.33

Vishnevskii made the same point
during an interview:“Kyrgyzstan is losing
qualified specialists today.The main conse-
quence of emigration is a tremendous loss of
intellect.”34 Ultimately, Kyrgyzstan has lost
rooted, highly skilled workers in search of
better employment and a higher standard of
living.According to the director of the
Federal Migration Services of Russia in
Kyrgyzstan, diminished human capital result-
ing from contemporary Russian emigration
is a loss for Kyrgyzstan:

The Kyrgyz are losing a skilled labor
force, they are losing technical work-
ers.We see who is leaving, and it’s the
skilled labor force. I have in mind
drivers, builders, doctors, teachers.35

CONCLUSION

The case of the Russian minority in
Kyrgyzstan emphasizes the need to reevaluate
our perspective on conflict, and in doing so

to shift our focus from process to outcome.
Though conflict may or may not involve
contentious struggle, it does generate unsta-
ble outcomes.Although Russians in
Kyrgyzstan exhibit no public struggle, they
are dissatisfied with post-Soviet conditions.
Widespread frustration has spawned a non-
contentious reaction, which has generated an
unstable outcome: the loss of highly skilled,
experienced technical specialists, and the
swelling of an unemployed, unproductive,
and aggrieved population.

The case of the Russian minority in
Latvia sheds light on this argument. Because
Russians in Latvia are organized to protect
their interests and thus exhibit public strug-
gle, a focus on process rather than outcome
might lead to the conclusion that there is
conflict in Latvia. Formal discriminatory
policies and informal discriminatory practices
have generated a widespread sense of dissatis-
faction among Russians in Latvia. Consider
the following quotations from Russians who
at the time of the interview had no intention
of leaving Latvia:

Life has gotten worse for Russians
because it is now very difficult for
Russians to get high-paying jobs.
Russians with higher education have
lost their jobs because, even if you
know Latvian, you cannot work in
state or government agencies. For the
most part, Latvians work there.They
hire only Latvians, even if you do
know Latvian. So it’s much harder for
us to find work because of the fact
that we are Russian. (44-year-old
Russian woman)

Even if you speak Latvian, it’s unlike-
ly you’ll aspire to anything grand—
now they’ve passed a law that divides
the highest category of language pro-
ficiency! Now there are more crite-
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ria, so that only a Latvian could meet
them because it is possible to know
Latvian this well only if you are
Latvian. So there’s a language prob-
lem. It’s a different matter that they
can discriminate against you because
you are Russian—not always, I
emphasize, not always, but there are
reasons for me to say this.When a
Russian, even one who knows
Latvian, when they simply push him
aside.They don’t fire him, but they
very tactfully say “Goodbye, you are
free!” (49-year-old Russian male)

Without a doubt, it is harder for
Russians to find good work, first
because it is necessary to know
Latvian perfectly, and second because
there is discrimination based on
nationality. In either case, in all state
agencies and schools there is no
doubt that preferences are given to
Latvians.This is not an open situa-
tion, but it does exist.Today they will
not hire a Russian in a state agency,
even if he speaks Latvian, simply
because he is Russian. (47-year-old
Russian woman)

In Latvia, nongovernmental organiza-
tions and political parties represent, directly
or indirectly, the interests of Russians.As a
result, struggle is manifested in contentious
behavior that includes petitions, protests, and
appeals to international organizations on
behalf of Latvia’s Russian community.
However, despite such discord and the fact
that Russians in Latvia are dissatisfied with

policies and practices that show preference to
Latvians, the reaction to frustration has not
resulted in instability. On the contrary, it has
resulted in stability.

Dissatisfaction with policies and prac-
tices that restrict economic opportunity has
not resulted in a high rate of post-Soviet
Russian emigration from Latvia. Between
1989 and 1999, Latvia’s Russian population
diminished by roughly 22 percent.36

Moreover, since 1992 there has been a steady
decrease in the rate of Russian emigration
from Latvia37 (see table 6).

This low rate of emigration is due to
the fact that Latvia’s economy has grown at a
steady rate over the years, and to the exis-
tence of a small, private Russian business
community in Latvia that enables Russians to
make a living, despite constraints posed by
discriminatory policies and practices. Many
Russians in Latvia are like the couple dis-
cussed in the journal excerpt below, who
prefer to participate in this community rather
than emigrate from the country in which
they were born:

My transcriber,Yulya, and her hus-
band are Russian.They run a small,
private business selling computers and
computer equipment. No Latvians
work there, only Russians.When I
walked into their office on Friday,
Yulya was speaking with a customer
in Latvian—pure Latvian. Because the
customer was Latvian,Yulya and her
husband spoke to the woman in
Latvian.At one point,Yulya forgot a
word, so she said it in Russian and
her husband supplied the Latvian
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translation.The conversation contin-
ued in Latvian. (November 11, 2000)38

Scholars and local experts agree that
Latvia’s private Russian business community
is sizable. Russians—having been ousted from
the state structure by citizenship and lan-
guage requirements and by informal discrim-
inatory personnel practices—have created an
economic niche in Latvia that has gradually
produced a Russian economic elite.Accor-
ding to Pal Kolsto:

In political and cultural terms, then,
we may note a marginalization of the
non-Latvian population. In socioeco-
nomic terms, however, no such mar-
ginalization seems evident. . . .
Whereas the Russians have few
opportunities for improving their
societal status qua group, they do have
considerable possibilities for making
careers within private enterprise.As
long as there exist alternative social
ladders that well-qualified and ambi-
tious Russians can climb, it is less
frustrating that career possibilities
within the state apparatus are in prac-
tice closed to them.39

Writing about Russians in Estonia and
Latvia, Graham Smith argues that

rather than struggle to retain their
occupational niches within public
sector management, many have
moved over to the private sector,
making up what constitutes one of
the fastest growing social groups
within the Baltic states, a new
Russian business elite.40

It has been suggested that about 80
percent of privately owned businesses in

Latvia are owned by non-Latvians.41 Of the
employed Russian respondents who partici-
pated in a 2000 Baltic Barometer Survey, 68
percent were employed in the private sector,
which means that they were self-employed or
worked for privatized firms, new private
enterprises, or self-owned businesses.42 Some
Russians in Latvia “have adopted behavior
typical of a diaspora by starting business
enterprises, primarily in trade and financial
operations, and are therefore thriving eco-
nomically.”43 Anatol Lieven—pointing out
the ethnic division between Latvia’s political
and economic elite—argues that “for the
moment, [Russian businesspeople] are doing
very well in Latvia, and more and more
intelligent and determined young local
Russians are rising to join their ranks. So far,
they have faced no serious obstacles in the
economic sphere.”44 Even representatives of
Latvia’s Russian population, who tend to dis-
approve of this development because they
view it as promoting segregation, admit that
Russians have found a separate economic
niche. For example, the leader of Latvia’s
Socialist Party acknowledges that

in the early 1990s, nationalism was
very developed here, and it still exists
today. If you are Russian, a Latvian
firm will not hire you or will do so
only with difficulty, and if I am
Latvian, a Russian firm will hire me
only with difficulty.We have a stratifi-
cation of society, a division into two
diasporas: Latvian and Russian, two
societies. . . . Russians work for
Russian businessmen, Latvians work
for Latvians.45

The president of the Association of Latvian-
Russian Cooperation confirms this assess-
ment:
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In Latvia, there is a Russian business
community and many Russian busi-
nessmen make regular trips to Russia.
. . .A two-community system is
beginning to appear in Latvia. One
structure consists of Latvian organiza-
tions, which are made up primarily of
Latvians, while the other structure
consists of Russian-speaking organi-
zations that engage in business and
commercial activity, and they hire
only Russians.46

Russians have created an economic
niche in Latvia by utilizing former Soviet
institutions, such as the Komsomol, and con-
tacts with individuals associated with these
institutions, as a basis for new economic
activity.47 According to the president of a
local organization dedicated to preserving
education in the Russian language in Latvia,

Former Komsomol activists in Latvia
had very good contacts with the
Moscow Komsomol nomenklatura.To
this day, they have good contacts with
those former Moscow Komsomol
members who now work in Moscow
commercial banks and are influential
in this sector.48

Many of Latvia’s Russian businessmen
and businesswomen are former members of
the nomenklatura, and during the Soviet era,
Latvia’s nomenklatura had close contacts with
Russia’s nomenklatura. Nils Muiznieks points
out that Russian managers in Latvia’s indus-
try and transport sectors had solid contacts
with their counterparts in Russia during the
Soviet era and were therefore better situated
when the Soviet Union collapsed to engage
in private business activity than Latvians, who
dominated the agricultural and cultural
spheres of Latvia’s economy.49 These ties

remain intact, and today Russian entrepre-
neurs in Latvia employ these connections in
private business activity.50 While in Latvia, I
was struck by how often Russians distin-
guished between the difficulty of landing a
job in the public sector versus the ease of
landing a job in the private Russian business
sector. Consider the following accounts:

I understand that I cannot work for
the state if I am not a citizen. In the
private sphere, however, there is no
difference, in business I have no prob-
lems. For Russians, it is almost impos-
sible to get a state job, so for the most
part Russians engage in small busi-
ness. (28-year-old Riga male)

It is harder for Russians [than
Latvians] to work for the state, with-
out a doubt, because they hire only
Latvians for state positions.Why?
Because they hire their own, and
because by law state positions can be
filled only by citizens and few
[Russians] have naturalized. But
Russians do dominate business in
Latvia. (30-year-old Riga female)

There are certain positions which are
difficult for Russians to get, for
example, bureaucratic positions. It’s
difficult for a Russian to work in a
ministry, even if he is a citizen and
speaks Latvian well. But in private
firms, there’s no difference. In my
experience, the employer does not
look at nationality, only at profession-
al skills. So Russians do not face
oppression in the private sphere. (31-
year-old Riga male)

Financially, life’s gotten a lot worse,
especially if you compare incomes—
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my salary is one-third of what I made
before the Soviet Union’s collapse.
There are some Russians who went
into business, and they receive good
salaries. . . . It is not necessarily more
difficult for Russians to find good
work [than Latvians] because Russian
business in Latvia is very powerful.
(53-year-old Riga female)

In sum, the existence of a private
Russian business community in Latvia has
produced a stable outcome, with two aspects.
First, this community serves as a disincentive
for Russians to emigrate from Latvia.As a
result, the rate of post-Soviet Russian emi-
gration from Latvia has been low, and Latvia
has avoided a brain drain. Second, Latvia’s
Russian business community has created a
Russian economic elite which balances the
Latvian political elite.According to Aina
Antane and Boris Tsilevich, this situation sat-
isfies both groups: Russians have incentive to
worry about politics only if and when poli-
tics affect business, and Latvians know that in
the absence of this condition, Russians will
leave politics to Latvians, thereby preserving
the distinction between the country’s politi-
cal and economic elite.51

The Kyrgyz and Latvian cases illus-
trate the benefit of shifting our focus from
process to outcome when we think about
conflict.The case of the Russian minority in
Kyrgyzstan shows that while a minority may
not exhibit contentious behavior, it may react
to adverse circumstances in a way that pro-
duces an unstable outcome. Conflict can exist
in the absence of contentious struggle. In
contrast, the case of the Russian minority in
Latvia shows that whereas a minority may
exhibit contentious behavior, it may react to
adverse circumstances in a way that produces
a stable outcome. Contentious struggle can
exist without conflict.To better comprehend

less traditional forms of conflict, which are
prevalent throughout the former Soviet
Union, we must shift our focus from process
to outcome.
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